Numerical Investigation of the Wind and Thermal Conditions in Sky Gardens in High-Rise Buildings
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Abstract: High-rise buildings are known to be highly energy intensive, adding stress on already stressed resources. Alternatively, designers are looking at passive strategies and investing in architectural elements, such as sky gardens, which could improve the performance of buildings. Sky gardens are green areas located in a building which are exposed to the outdoors. They could provide multifaceted improvements in buildings by introducing environmental benefits to occupants and altering microclimate. This study aims to determine the wind comfort and thermal condition in sky gardens in high-rise buildings using numerical modelling. Different geometrical configurations of sky gardens were simulated and analysed. Based on the initial results, the study reveals that sky gardens can generate high wind velocities of the order ~10 m/s when located on a high-rise building. The addition of features such as trees and other architectural elements, which can act as a buffer, can help attenuate the high wind speeds and creating habitable spaces. The reduction varies 50%–80%, depending on the location and spatial domain of the sky garden. Furthermore, the study also investigated the reduction in air temperature due to the addition of trees, which can further reduce temperature in hot weather.
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1. Introduction

The increasing population and number of high-rise buildings accompanied by decreasing space for parks/vegetation and social areas has generated many environmental issues. The building industry is faced with multiple challenges to reduce its energy usage along with providing conducive living condition for the inhabitants [1]. Globally, we use a third of energy in buildings [2], and environmental issues such as the urban heat island (UHI) effect can further impact the energy demand of buildings [3]. Consequently, it has become crucial to check the rising air temperatures over a city and ameliorate the situation.

In most major cities, the skyline is dotted with high-rise buildings—a response and consequence of economic and industrial activity as well as demographic growth [4]. High-rise buildings consume more energy per square meter in contrast to low-rise buildings [5]. Various factors are responsible for buildings' high energy intensity, including fabric, air conditioning, occupancy, climate, and exposure to increased environmental stress such as the UHI effect. Nooriati et al. [1] suggests that high-rise building is more exposed to climatic elements compared to low-rise buildings, requiring buffering effect for protection.

Vegetative measures are being increasingly implemented to mitigate UHI and address the rising energy demand in the building sector. Taha [6] has recognised the importance of evapotranspiration (evaporation and transpiration) from soil-vegetation system in mitigating UHI. Gao [7] observed that vegetated areas can lead to a reduction of the average air temperatures up to 2 °C. Yang et al. [8]...
conducted experimental and numerical studies to evaluate the cooling efficacy from vegetation planted in a public park in Taipei. Their study concluded that shading provided by tree canopies can directly mitigate UHI effect while evaporative cooling from the leaves can provide an indirect means to tackle UHI. Furthermore, Bruse and Fleer [9] pointed out that significant improvement of the microclimate can be accomplished by slight modifications to urban geometries, such as introducing small parks within the built environment. Dimoudi and Nikolopoulou [10] performed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of a row of trees along a street, showing a reduction of 1 °C in the air temperature at pedestrian level.

Apart from parks and avenues, other types of greenery that can incorporated into a building or city includes green roofs, vertical greenery, and courtyards, which are usually exposed to external environments, as opposed to atriums and enclosed greenery. Architects and designers are continuously looking for new ways to incorporate greenery into their designs, a good example of these are sky gardens. A sky garden refers to planted landscapes created above the ground such as in intermediate floors or at the rooftop, maximizing the greenery and environmental [11,12]. The concept is initiated from re-adapting the vernacular or traditional features in low-rise buildings, such as courtyards, and can similarly provide a community space for recreational purposes.

Increased wind speeds, in addition to the shading provided by the sky garden, will help in improving the thermal comfort conditions during summer by forced convection and evaporation; while in winter, a decrease in energy consumption of the building can be expected due to a reduced heat loss through the green cover of the sky garden. The biophilic design also draws higher real estate value and architectural returns [13–15]. A higher life span of the roof and building materials is also anticipated [16]. Niu and Burnett [17] carried out a CFD simulation around sky gardens and their results indicated that the wind speeds are much amplified in the sky garden spaces.

Occupants’ health has also been a subject of concern in recent years due to highly artificial environment in high-rise buildings [18]. Use of atria and courtyards in the form of sky gardens could provide natural environment for occupants, modifying microclimate and generating conducive environments [19,20]. Natural ventilation in buildings can provide comfortable environment while generating a good indoor air quality [21]. Moreover, studies have shown a wider thermal comfort range of people in a free-running building, consequently decreasing energy demand.

A study conducted by Nooriati et al. [1] found that sky gardens had a more conducive and thermally comfortable space as compared to balcony gardens and rooftop gardens. Although the study did not identify the contribution of each specific characteristic and measure the actual performance of each factor, it nevertheless collected people’s responses to comfort via questionnaire and their responses to environmental conditions existing at the sky garden. Oberndorfer et al. [22] highlighted that sky gardens reduce congestion and provide open spaces mandated by local regulatory bodies in a cost-effective way. Other benefits include improving the health and wellbeing of the residents by creating leisure and open spaces, architecturally sound environment, and attenuating the air and sound pollution. Furthermore, they provide peaceful places and a natural ambience for the residents of the urban area [11,23].

Many cities, like Hong Kong, have drafted a policy to construct green features on high-rise buildings [15,24]. Such compact cities, where there is not enough space to plan green spaces on the ground, sky gardens may serve to maximize the green plot ratio. Likewise, Singapore is investing in integrated designs of their buildings, such that the built environment can benefit from urban vegetation.

Assessment studies of the impact of green measures usually takes into account the cooling effect of vegetation on streets, facades, or roof, while other studies look at effect of building forms on pedestrian level wind patterns. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no study yet exists that investigates the aerodynamic performance of the sky garden in detail while performing parametric study of the effect of its configuration on the wind flow. The few studies which do exist are qualitative and statistical in nature, where users’ responses were used to generate a conclusion. The identified gaps are summarized below:
• Lack of CFD studies to numerically model the airflow distribution patterns in a sky garden and parametrically assess the impact of its configuration.
• Lack of CFD studies to investigate the effect of such airflow distribution on the thermal distribution in these sky gardens.
• Absence of studies investigating the impact of tree configuration on the aero-thermal performance of the sky garden.

Particularly, the concept of sky gardens needs more research since high-rise buildings are a norm, and proper integration and planning directive of sky gardens could potentially lead to better environmental and social benefits. Except for some key projects around the globe, the idea of vertical greenery has not been fully implemented. In fact, it is the logical expansion of Ebenezer Howard’s idea—*garden city movement*—for high-rises.

The present study aims to investigate the effect of sky garden configuration, with and without vegetation, on the wind conditions, along with examination of the thermal condition of such vegetated zones, considering only the evapo-transpirational cooling effect of the plants.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. CFD Governing Equations

The evaluation of aerodynamic response of the sky garden and the thermal characteristics of the semi-open space requires simulation of physical phenomena occurring in the proposed environment, characterised by turbulent behaviour [25]. CFD allows for numerical modelling of the fluid flow and heat transfer and understanding its characteristics. Modelling turbulence in the wake of a porous object is one of the main challenges when it comes to simulating turbulent air flow. The present study utilizes the standard $k-\epsilon$ turbulence model, as proposed by Kichah et al. [26], to determine the flow characteristics. The governing equations are given by Launder and Spaulding [27].

Continuity equation:

$$\frac{\partial \pi_i}{\partial x_i} = 0 \quad (1)$$

Mean strain-rate tensor:

$$\frac{\partial \pi_i}{\partial t} + \pi_j \frac{\partial \mu_i}{\partial x_i} = -\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( 2\nu \sigma_{ij} - \pi_i \pi'_j \right) \quad (2)$$

$$\sigma_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial \pi_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial \pi_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \quad (3)$$

Turbulence kinetic energy:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \rho k \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left( \rho u_i k \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \mu_t \right) \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \right] + C_{1k} \epsilon \left( G_k + C_b \rho \epsilon - Y_M + S_k \right) \quad (4)$$

Rate of dissipation:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \rho \epsilon \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left( \rho \epsilon u_i \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \mu_t \right) \frac{\partial \epsilon}{\partial x_j} \right] + C_{1s} \epsilon \left( G_k + C_b \rho \epsilon - C_{2s} \frac{\mu k}{\epsilon} \right) + S_\epsilon. \quad (5)$$

Turbulent viscosity:

$$\mu_t = \rho C_{\mu} \frac{k^2}{\epsilon} \quad (6)$$

where $\pi_i$ and $p$ are the mean components of velocity and pressure, respectively, and $\pi'_i \pi'_j$ are the Reynolds stresses. For the present study, constants in the equations have been set the following
values—\(C_1 \varepsilon = 1.44\), \(C_2 \varepsilon = 1.92\), \(C_\mu = 0.09\), \(\sigma_k = 1.0\) and \(\sigma_\varepsilon = 1.3\). The near-wall modelling significantly impacts the fidelity of numerical solutions, in as much as walls are the main source of mean vorticity and turbulence [28]. Standard wall functions, as defined in FLUENT, have been utilized in the present study and the governing momentum equations are:

Law-of-the-wall for mean velocity:

\[
U^* = \frac{1}{k} \ln(Ey^*)
\]  

(7)

Dimensionless velocity:

\[
U^* \equiv \frac{U_p C_1^{1/4} k^{1/2}}{\tau_w / \rho}
\]  

(8)

Dimensionless distance:

\[
y^* \equiv \frac{\rho C_1^{1/4} k^{1/2} y_p}{\mu}
\]  

(9)

The characteristics of the vegetation that are most important from the standpoint of impacts on the heat transfer are the height, leaf area index (LAI), fractional coverage, albedo, and stomatal resistance [14]. Furthermore, transpiration extracts heat from the airflow due to phase change from liquid water to water vapour [29].

Rahman et al. [30], while studying the cooling effect of vegetation, were able to specify the volumetric cooling power of a specific plant type under study as a monthly averaged transpiration energy loss. Their study showed a value of 284 and 335 W/m\(^3\). This was a very specific case, given the type of plant and environmental conditions existing at the site. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no standard measured values exist for volumetric cooling capacity of plants in literature. To simplify, a value of 300 W/m\(^3\) for a unit leaf area density (LAD) is used, as estimated by Gromke et al. [31].

A simplified model of a tree, represented by a spherical porous region of 2 m radius, was implemented [10,30,32–34]. Following Sonnenwald et al. [35], the Ergun equation was utilized to determine viscous resistance factor (1/\(\alpha\)) and the inertial resistance factor (\(C_2\)). FLUENT [28] provides these formulae as:

Permeability:

\[
\alpha = \frac{d^2}{150} \left(\frac{\varnothing^3}{(1 - \varnothing)^2}\right)
\]  

(10)

Inertial loss coefficient:

\[
C_2 = \frac{3.5 (1 - \varnothing)}{d \varnothing^3}
\]  

(11)

where the particle diameter \(d\) and the void fraction \(\varnothing\) are set to 0.02 m and 0.9 respectively for the current study.

2.2. Computational Domain

Table 1 summarizes the various domain sizes utilised by different studies for tall building CFD simulations, where \(H\) is the building height, \(B\) is the width, and \(X\) the depth (length along the wind direction), while \(l\), \(b\), and \(h\) refer to domain length, width, and height, respectively.
Table 1. Domain sizes from relevant tall building computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Domain Size</th>
<th>Building</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( l ) (front + X + back)</td>
<td>( b ) (side + B + side)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mochida et al. [36]</td>
<td>10.8H</td>
<td>6.9H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franke et al. [37]</td>
<td>5H + X + 15H</td>
<td>5H + B + 5H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al. [38]</td>
<td>1.5H + X + 5.5H</td>
<td>2H + B + 2H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tominaga et al. [39]</td>
<td>5H + X + 10H</td>
<td>5H + B + 5H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agarneh et al. [40]</td>
<td>8B + X + 25B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revuz [41]</td>
<td>5B + X + 30B</td>
<td>13B + B + 13B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present study</td>
<td>5B + X + 10B</td>
<td>5B + B + 5B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The current study adopts a combination of domain sizes as proposed by Tominaga [39] and Agarneh et al. [40], with the building floor plan in the ratio of 3:2 and facing the inlet. The height, width, and depth of the building were set as 80 m, 18 m, and 27 m, respectively. The validation model consists of a rectangular building without a sky garden. The surrounding fluid domain measures 20,100,960 m$^3$ as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. (a) Computational domain and location of the building; (b) top view; (c) front view; (d) side view.
2.3. Sky Garden Configuration

Pomeroy [42] described six types of sky garden based on their spatial morphology. Amongst them, the stepped terrace and fragmented zone behave more like a huge balcony; nevertheless they all modify the airflow pattern and provide comfort for the occupants in terms of social and economic benefit and increase the life of building material [43,44]. In addition, gardens located on the roof, although they could provide ecological benefit for the building, they are usually not included in the same typology. The present study adopts the hollowed-out (centre type), eroded corner (corner type), and interstitial type (periphery) of morphology for the sky garden as detailed in [42].

In total, seven configurations were studied. They were grouped under three heads; 1) central, 2) corner and, 3) periphery (Figure 2). These are representative of sky garden shapes most commonly integrated in high-rise buildings [42]. The simulated building was 20 storeys high and each storey’s height was 4 m. In total, the height of the building was 80 m and each sky garden covered two storeys, i.e., 8 m. Each model had three sky gardens at three different heights to simulate and analyse the flow patterns at various positions of the sky garden. They were located at 0.3H, 0.5H, and 0.8H, so that the floor of the sky gardens corresponded to 24 m, 44 m, and 64 m above the ground, as shown in Figure 2. The modelled 3D diagrams of the building and sky gardens is shown in Table 2.

![Sky Garden Diagrams](image)

**Figure 2.** Spatial dimensions of the modelled high-rise building with sky gardens (dimension in metres).

2.4. Computational Grid

The computational grid consisted of unstructured mesh with finer elements near the building, selected based on grid analysis and validation, detailed in Section 3.1.1. The advanced size function in ANSYS Meshing was used to precisely capture the geometry while maintain a smooth growth rate between regions of curvature. In order to accurately capture the flow fields near the critical areas of interest in the simulation, size functions were applied in those surfaces. Table 3 summarizes the mesh details used in the simulation.

2.5. Boundary Conditions

Richards and Hoxey [45] recommended the use of a log-law profile for the velocity inlet profile as:

\[ U(z) = \frac{u_*}{k} \ln \left( \frac{z + z_o}{z_o} \right). \]  \( (12) \)
However, for validation purposes, the inlet velocity profile is modelled after Agerneh et al. [40] and the outlet is set to 0 pa pressure. A comparison of their profile to the lag-law expression developed by Richards and Hoxley [45], where $u_*$ is 0.8, $k$ is 0.4, and $z_0$ is 0.6 for the case in hand, is shown in Figure 3. The air temperature for the inlet is kept constant at 300 K (27 °C). Boundary condition for the outlet is set to pressure outlet with 0 pa. Gravity of $-9.8 \text{ m/s}^2$ is set for the simulation domain to account for buoyancy. Symmetry for top and side walls and no slip condition for ground implemented as a standard roughness model.

### Table 2. Seven spatial configurations of sky garden designed and modelled in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Central Sky Garden</th>
<th>Corner Sky Garden</th>
<th>Periphery Sky Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b/B</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>1c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>2c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Computational mesh size implemented for the sky garden model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Central Sky Garden</th>
<th>Corner Sky Garden</th>
<th>Periphery Sky Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>1c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>2c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>444,103</td>
<td>453,350</td>
<td>461,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>428,637</td>
<td>433,783</td>
<td>439,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>434,676</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements</td>
<td>2,372,611</td>
<td>2,422,894</td>
<td>2,465,461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,292,638</td>
<td>2,318,895</td>
<td>2,348,722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,324,585</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5. Boundary Conditions

Richards and Hoxey [45] recommended the use of a log-law profile for the velocity inlet profile as:

$$U(z) = \frac{u^*}{k} \ln \left(\frac{z + z_0}{z_0}\right).$$

(12)

However, for validation purposes, the inlet velocity profile is modelled after Agerneh et al. [40] and the outlet is set to 0 pa pressure. A comparison of their profile to the log-law expression developed by Richards and Hoxley [45], where $u^*$ is 0.8, $k$ is 0.4, and $z_0$ is 0.6 for the case in hand, is shown in Figure 3. The air temperature for the inlet is kept constant at 300 K (27 °C). Boundary condition for the outlet is set to pressure outlet with 0 pa. Gravity of $-9.8 \text{ m/s}^2$ is set for the simulation domain to account for buoyancy. Symmetry for top and side walls and no slip condition for ground implemented as a standard roughness model.

2.6. Tree Configuration

The unique nature of each sky garden design, its location, and building type, accompanied by the existence of no standard design practice, makes it difficult to simulate any one particular kind of sky garden. A study by Tian et al. [15] revealed that amongst the existing building stock of Hong Kong consisting of sky gardens, the vegetated spaces typically occupy 20% of the sky garden area. Considering other factors like load-bearing capacity of the structure, angle of slab, planting techniques, walking paths, mechanical equipment, and other factors, no more than 80% of the space can be greened. Thus, the potential for green areas varies between 20% to 80% of the sky garden area. The trees are placed in the zones of high wind speeds, as identified in section 4.1, to act as attenuators. Figure 4 shows the tree arrangements in the different sky gardens. A sphere of 2 m diameter is used to represent a generic shrub and is placed 100 mm above the floor. Also, to account for structural and architectural reasons, the trees are placed 100 mm away from the edge and equally spaced out. When the width of the sky garden is increased, a proportional number of trees are added to keep a constant tree projection area of 15%. Boundary conditions, vegetation, and the building model are setup as defined in Section 2.5.

![Figure 3. Inlet velocity profile used in the present study.](image-url)
the width of the sky garden is increased, a proportional number of trees are added to keep a constant tree projection area of 15%. Boundary conditions, vegetation, and the building model are setup as defined in section 2.5.

Figure 4. Sky gardens model and plan showing tree arrangement; (a) typical plan of central type, (b) simulation model of central type, (c) typical plan of corner type, (d) simulation model of corner type, (e) typical plan of periphery type, (f) simulation model of periphery type.

3. Results

3.1. Method Verification and Validation

3.1.1. Building Model

Both mesh types (structured and unstructured) of varying mesh sizes (sensitivity analysis) were generated for the study, see Figure 5. The details of the mesh are shown in Table 4. Similar to the study conducted by Agerneh et al. [40], the coefficient of pressure at two-thirds of building height was plotted, which corresponds to 52 m. The reference values of pressure and velocity were taken at the inlet, with \( U_{\text{ref}} \) of 10.29 m/s. \( C_p \) was obtained from along the building periphery, starting from the lower windward corner (point 0 to 4 in Figure 6a) and normalized by the building depth of 18 m.

Table 4. Mesh sizing used for building model validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unstructured Grid</th>
<th>Structured Grid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>1b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>269,743</td>
<td>536,188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements</td>
<td>1,455,479</td>
<td>2,876,892</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The pressure coefficients obtained for each model are shown in Figure 6d. All 18 models had similar values along the windward face, although it is slightly greater than the values predicted in the literature by Braun et al. [46] and Huang et al. [38]. On the leeward faces, most models had comparable pressure coefficients, except for some variations by lower-resolution meshes. There was good agreement between the present study and models obtained from the literature, especially the models 1b, 1c, 2b, and 2c. Major deviations were seen for the case 1a along the leeward faces, underpredicting the pressure. Models 2a, 2d, and 1c also showed underpredicted values as compared to the literature, but only showed slight deviation.

It is interesting to observe that the models 1b, 1c, 2b, and 2c, corresponding to 2–8 million mesh elements, showed good agreement with the literature, especially the unstructured grid. Overall, the numerical simulations were able to model the patterns of pressure coefficient around the high-rise building model as indicated in literature. Higher mesh resolution increases computational time, and hence in the light of this observation, unstructured mesh of ~2.5 million elements was utilised for further analysis.
Figure 6. (a) Location of the line at which $C_P$ was analysed; (b) direction of $C_P$ evaluation, normalized by building depth; (c) contours of $C_P$ on building face of models 1b and 2b; (d) comparison of $C_P$ between present work and previous studies.

3.1.2. Vegetation Modelling Validation

The porous vegetation model was validated against the numerical study by Manickathan et al. [29]. The simulation domain was modelled accordingly, consisting of a porous tree medium represented by $1 \times 1$ m area placed 0.5 m above ground (see Appendix A). The medium is placed in a $35 \times 11.5$ m field representing the surrounding air fluid. The original inlet wind profile as proposed by Manickathan et al. [29] employs the Richards and Hoxey [45] model (Equation (9)) with von Karman number equal to 0.41 and $z_o = 0.0217$ m, and the inlet air temperature was set at $32 ^\circ C$ (305 K).
The corresponding permeability and inertial resistance coefficient were calculated using Equations (10) and (11). Figure 7a is a comparative plot of wind speeds for different porosity of vegetation when the analysis is done parallel to inlet wind direction, at a height of 1m. The axis is centred at the vegetation. Figure 7b is a plot of wind speeds when the analysis is done in the vertical direction, at a distance of 1.5 m leeward of the vegetation.

In Figure 7a,b, it is observed that the trend follows the reference curve before and after encountering the porous medium. The drop in the wind speeds near the anterior of the tree was slightly higher for the present model. The differences observed could be due to the fact that the reference case was carried out in 2D. In addition, the present study adopted a more simplified approach and utilizes the standard $k$-$\varepsilon$ model in contrast to the realizable $k$-$\varepsilon$ model used by Manickathan et al. [29]. However, since the deviation was small, the consequent results were considered sufficiently accurate to estimate the aero-thermal characteristics of wind around vegetation in sky gardens.

4. Discussion

The developed building model is first analysed without the presence of trees to observe the impact of sky gardens as a geometrical intervention in high-rise buildings. This is described in Section 4.1. In the latter section, the sky garden included trees to investigate the change in microclimate. Static pressure, velocity, and turbulence intensity were analysed at a height of 1.4 m above the sky garden, which is the average chest height for a person sitting (1.3 m) and standing (1.5 m) [47]. To understand the dynamics of the flow in the entire sky garden, a cross-sectional velocity map through the centre of the building is generated. In order to simulate the effect of varying wind direction, which is frequently encountered, the building was oriented at three different angles to the wind, $0^\circ$, $45^\circ$, and $90^\circ$. The symmetric approach to modelling removes redundant cases of wind from the opposite side.
4.1. Wind Flow through Buildings with Sky Gardens without Vegetation

Figure 8 shows the velocity contour at the three sky gardens in each model when the building is directly facing the wind (0°). In general, the speed increased as the height of the sky garden decrease for the central type of sky garden, while the other two types (corner and periphery) show the opposite trend, i.e., increase in wind speeds with increasing height of the sky garden.

Figure 8. Velocity contours at different heights for different sky garden configurations; (1a) Central sky garden b/B = 0.4, (1b) Central sky garden b/B = 0.6, (1c) Central sky garden b/B = 0.8, (2a) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.4, (2b) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.6, (2c) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.8, (3a) Periphery sky garden a/A = 0.5.
For the central sky garden, Figure 8 (1a, 1b and 1c) it is observed that the wind speeds are higher near the wall and a region of lower wind speeds develops in the centre. The effect becomes prominent with increasing width of the sky garden. Speeds up to 15 m/s are seen near the front and sides of the sky garden. In the corner configuration, Figure 8 (2a, 2b, and 2c), the speeds range from 0 to 8 m/s, increasing from the wall to the leeward edge, with even higher speeds in some configurations. In the periphery configuration, Figure 8 (3a), wind speeds are high around corners and lower along the edges. Windspeeds can reach up to 15 m/s around the wind-facing corners and 4 m/s at the leeward corners. Along the edges, the speeds are almost zero near the centre and gradually increase towards the corner. With the increasing height of the sky garden, higher wind speeds are observed along the windward edge, while the other sides show little change.

Figure 9 is a plot of static pressure in the sky gardens when the building is at an angle of 0°. In the central type sky garden, Figure 9 (1a, 1b, 1c), the pressure is seen to increase from along the windward edge to the leeward edge. Except for the sharp fall near the windward edge, pressure increases gradually along the length of the sky garden. The sharp fall in pressure near the front edge creates a suction effect drawing air into the sky garden. Higher sky gardens record lower pressure on the windward side on average, and are almost constant along its width. On the highest sky garden, the pressure increases from ~−100 pa to about ~−20 pa, while on the lowest, it increases from about ~−60 pa to 0 pa, from the front to rear side of the building.

In the case of corner sky gardens, Figure 9, (2a, 2b, 2c), the pressure is comparatively higher and is seen to decrease from the wall to the leeward edge. Increasing the width of the sky garden leads to generation of higher pressures near the wall. For instance, at the mid-rise sky garden, the pressure increases from ~−20 pa to ~−70 pa near the wall. Higher sky gardens produce a tailing effect, as substantially extended contours lead to a steeper pressure gradient. The effect is significant for the model in Figure 9 (2b), producing a sharp pressure drop in the centre, accompanied by higher wind speeds. The periphery sky garden, Figure 9 (3a) generates high pressures of about ~−50 pa along the windward edges which gradually decreases around the corners and is least along the sides. This leads to suction effect around the corners, causing higher wind speeds. A slight increase of pressure is seen on the rear leeward edge. The pressure remains nearly the same with increasing height of the sky garden, although a slight decrease is observed on the windward edge.

Turbulence intensity (for buildings at 0°) is shown in Figure 10. Central sky garden records, on average, higher turbulence intensity as compared to other configurations. The contours in Figure 10 (1a, 1b, and 1c) are similar in pattern to the velocity map, increasing with height and width of the sky garden. For instance, in Figure 10 (2c), turbulence increases from 10% to 30% in the centre of the sky garden as one moves from lower to higher location of the sky garden. In all sky gardens of this configuration, however, the turbulence is maximum in the centre and least along the wall edges.

In the corner configuration, Figure 10 (2a, 2b and 2c), the sky gardens have relatively low turbulence intensity. The only exception being the topmost sky garden in, Figure 10 (2b), where turbulence is as high as 40%. In general, turbulence increases with increasing height and decreasing width of the sky garden. As for the periphery configuration, Figure 10 (3a), it varies from 0% to around 10%, being higher towards the rear side of the building. On the windward edge, an increase in turbulence is observed with higher location of the sky garden, while along the leeward edges it remains constant with respect to height.

A velocity vector map through the centre of the sky garden, along the direction of wind, is shown in Figure 11. In the central type sky garden, Figure 11 (1a, 1b, 1c), a low-pressure region towards the rear zone of the building causes high wind speeds exiting the sky gardens. Wind from both the bottom and top of the sky garden bends towards the middle, creating a zone of recirculation. Within the sky garden, maximum speeds of over 10 m/s occur away from the floor and ceiling, while near the surfaces it is less than 3 m/s. In all the top sky gardens of central type, wind moves in the form of an arc, with lower speeds near the floor. The shape is inverted for the bottom sky gardens, bulging downwards near the floor and lower speeds near the ceiling. For the mid-rise sky gardens, however,
the wind is seen to concentrate towards the centre as it moves from the windward side to the leeward side of the building.

Figure 9. Pressure contours at different heights for different sky garden configurations; (1a) Central sky garden \( b/B = 0.4 \), (1b) Central sky garden \( b/B = 0.6 \), (1c) Central sky garden \( b/B = 0.8 \), (2a) Corner sky garden \( b/B = 0.4 \), (2b) Corner sky garden \( b/B = 0.6 \), (2c) Corner sky garden \( b/B = 0.8 \), (3a) Periphery sky garden \( a/A = 0.5 \).

In the case of the corner sky gardens, Figure 11 (2a, 2b, and 2c), speeds are greater when the width is low consequently broader sky gardens generate calmer condition. A recirculation zone is formed near the floor of sky gardens on the top level, while a similar recirculation zone is seen near the ceiling of the bottom sky garden. The speeds here vary between 5 to 8 m/s. No such pattern is seen in the mid-height sky gardens, and the airflow is slowed down near the rear to about 2 to 3 m/s. Periphery sky gardens, Figure 11 (3a) generate multiple recirculation zones at various locations. In the top sky
garden at both the rear and front side of the sky garden, a recirculation zone is observed near the floor with speeds of around 4 m/s in the front. The bottom sky garden generates a recirculation zone near the ceiling, while the centrally located sky garden produces such zones near both the floor and ceiling.

**Figure 10.** Turbulence intensity at different sky garden heights; (1a) Central sky garden $b/B = 0.4$, (1b) Central sky garden $b/B = 0.6$, (1c) Central sky garden $b/B = 0.8$, (2a) Corner sky garden $b/B = 0.4$, (2b) Corner sky garden $b/B = 0.6$, (2c) Corner sky garden $b/B = 0.8$, (3a) Periphery sky garden $a/A = 0.5$. 
A velocity vector map through the centre of the sky garden, along the direction of wind, is shown in Figure 11. In the central type sky garden, Figure 11 (1a, 1b, 1c), a low-pressure region towards the rear zone of the building causes high wind speeds exiting the sky gardens. Wind from both the bottom and top of the sky garden bends towards the middle, creating a zone of recirculation. Within the sky garden, maximum speeds of over 10 m/s occur away from the floor and ceiling, while near the surfaces it is less than 3 m/s. In all the top sky gardens of central type, wind moves in the form of an arc, with lower speeds near the floor. The shape is inverted for the bottom sky gardens, bulging downwards near the floor and lower speeds near the ceiling. For the mid-rise sky gardens, however, the wind is seen to concentrate towards the centre as it moves from the windward side to the leeward side of the building.

Figure 11. Velocity vectors along the cross-sectional plane; (1a) Central sky garden b/B = 0.4, (1b) Central sky garden b/B = 0.6, (1c) Central sky garden b/B = 0.8, (2a) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.4, (2b) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.6, (2c) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.8, (3a) Periphery sky garden a/A = 0.5.

According to Dutch guideline NEN 8100 [48], speeds from around 5 m/s start becoming uncomfortable if blown in a region for more than 5% of the time in a year. The guideline points out that speeds of about 15 m/s are dangerous for even a short while (0.05% of the year) and should be controlled to prevent accidents. Lawson [49] presented a classification of wind speeds (Table 5) based on the threshold limit for a particular activity, like sitting or walking. In brief, quality classes A, B, and C are acceptable for sedentary activities like sitting and languid walking pace, which is usually expected in an office recreational zone. Class D will usually introduce discomfort while E has to be avoided for fear of accidents.
Table 5. Wind speed classification based on pedestrian comfort, after Lawson.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold of Wind Speed</th>
<th>Quality Class</th>
<th>Original Description</th>
<th>Reference Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U &gt; 1.8 m/s</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Covered area</td>
<td>Sitting long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U &gt; 3.6 m/s</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Pedestrian stand around</td>
<td>Sitting short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U &gt; 5.3 m/s</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Pedestrian walk through</td>
<td>Strolling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U &gt; 7.6 m/s</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Roads and car parks</td>
<td>Walking fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U &gt; 15 m/s</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Dangerous</td>
<td>Unacceptable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of sky gardens of configuration types 1 and 2, the speeds are generally higher than 7 m/s, creating uncomfortable regions (class D). In some areas, the speeds are even higher than 10 m/s, significantly impacting people’s comfort, even becoming dangerous spots. Especially in the central type, speeds of around 13–14 m/s (class E) near the front of the building can knock people down and create an unpleasant atmosphere; while in the case of corner type sky garden, wind speed near the leeward edge reaches about 10 m/s producing disturbing environments. In the case of the periphery sky garden, however, the speeds are calm and around 2–3 m/s in most places (class A). The corners, nevertheless, see speeds over 13 m/s (class D) which has a potentially disastrous effect on people.

Figure 12 is a plot of velocity contours for type b of central and corner configuration when the wind is blowing at an oblique angle. In the case of central sky garden, a wind shelter region is formed near the windward wall edge (towards the left), deflecting the air around it. High speeds are observed near the front and rear side of the sky garden directly in the path of wind (towards the right). Again, high speeds of over 10 m/s (class D) are observed in this arrangement rendering it unsafe for use, although on the left side is a region of calm conditions with speeds of about 1–2 m/s (class A). When the building is facing away from the wind (at an angle of 90°), the speeds are drastically brought down to about 1 m/s.

If the sky garden is in corner configuration, the wind produces an almost similar effect when blown from either the front or side of the building, although the speeds recorded near the windward side are higher when oriented at a 90° angle. Interestingly, the air slows down to about 2–3 m/s (class A) when the wind blows obliquely at 45° to the sky garden. This is due to the fact that there is no passage for the wind to flow, creating a high-pressure zone and stalled air flow. It can be concluded that the central sky garden sees least wind speeds when the wind blows perpendicular to its width while the corner sky garden sees least wind speeds when the wind blows from the corner at 45°. This part of the study revealed that conditions in a high-rise non-vegetated sky garden are not comfortable and, in many cases, not safe for human occupation. Vegetation is later introduced to reassess the sky garden conditions, which is detailed out in the proceeding section.

4.2. Wind Flow through Buildings with Vegetation in Sky Garden

Velocity and temperature contours, on a horizontal plane, are extracted at a height of 1.4 m above the sky garden floor for each configuration and is shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. A vertical plane through the centre of the sky garden is also evaluated for velocity and temperature distribution profile and is shown in Figures 15 and 16, respectively.

In Figure 13, a stark reduction in velocity at each of the sky garden plane can be observed, when compared with no vegetation sky gardens. Speeds varying between 0 to 8 m/s can be observed, with speeds as high as 13–14 m/s in some regions. In the centre type geometry, Figure 13 (1a, 1b, 1c), the trees provide resistance to the oncoming air flow, creating an alternative precinct of high and low wind speeds behind them. Wind speeds of over 12 m/s are seen in front of the trees, where it is deflected on either side. The air flow slows down to 5–7 m/s as it passes the front row of trees and the region immediately behind sees speeds less than 1 m/s, being as they are in the wind shadow region.
and, in many cases, not safe for human occupation. Vegetation is later introduced to reassess the sky garden conditions, which is detailed out in the proceeding section.

**Figure 12.** Velocity map in sky gardens when the wind is at an oblique angle to the building; (1b) Central sky garden $b/B = 0.6$ at $0^\circ$, $45^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ wind angle, (2b) Corner sky garden $b/B = 0.6$ at $0^\circ$, $45^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ wind angle.

4.2. Wind Flow through Buildings with Vegetation in Sky Garden

Velocity and temperature contours, on a horizontal plane, are extracted at a height of 1.4 m above the sky garden floor for each configuration and is shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. A vertical plane through the centre of the sky garden is also evaluated for velocity and temperature distribution profile and is shown in Figures 15 and 16, respectively.

In Figure 13, a stark reduction in velocity at each of the sky garden plane can be observed, when compared with no vegetation sky gardens. Speeds varying between 0 to 8 m/s can be observed, with Air speeds of about 0 to 3 m/s are seen on top of sky garden in, Figure 13 (1a), which increases to about 0 to 5 m/s at the middle height. However, the highest is observed in the lowest sky garden, where the speeds range from about 2 to 5 m/s. Similarly, in Figure 13 (1b and 1c), the speeds are observed to increase with decreasing height. Comparing the lower sky gardens in Figure 13 (1a, 1b, and 1c), it is observed that the wind speed increases with increasing width, from about 3–4 m/s in Figure 13 (1a), to about 5–6 m/s in Figure 13 (1c). The relation between wind speeds and sky garden configuration remains the same as in earlier case, i.e., speeds increasing with width and decreasing with height.
Figure 13. Velocity contour, at a height of 1.4 m, of the sky gardens with trees; (1a) Central sky garden \( b/B = 0.4 \), (1b) Central sky garden \( b/B = 0.6 \), (1c) Central sky garden \( b/B = 0.8 \), (2a) Corner sky garden \( b/B = 0.4 \), (2b) Corner sky garden \( b/B = 0.6 \), (2c) Corner sky garden \( b/B = 0.8 \), (3a) Periphery sky garden \( a/A = 0.5 \).

In the case of corner type, Figure 13 (2a, 2b, 2c), the decrease in wind speed is not as pronounced as in the centre type; nevertheless, winds slow down when blown through the vegetated medium. The side edge where high speeds were generated earlier, now record significantly lower speeds. The inter tree spaces record 3–4 m/s in most cases, although occasionally a higher or lower speed.
is also observed. The extreme corner of the leeward edge, however, shows higher speeds of about 10 m/s, suggesting a sparse arrangement of the trees.

High wind speeds around the corners in case of the periphery configuration are significantly reduced with the presence of vegetation (Figure 13 (3a)). Speed of 7 m/s is observed around the corners, which were originally around 10 m/s. The leeward edges generate calm conditions with
speeds less than 2 m/s. The speed on the windward edge increases from the centre towards the corner, as well as with increasing height of the sky garden. Near the centre of the windward edge of the sky garden, the speeds vary from ~1 m/s near the bottom to 4 m/s on the top. The configuration has no effect on the leeward edges.

Figure 15. Cross sectional velocity vector through the sky garden centre; (1a) Central sky garden b/B = 0.4, (1b) Central sky garden b/B = 0.6, (1c) Central sky garden b/B = 0.8, (2a) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.4, (2b) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.6, (2c) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.8, (3a) Periphery sky garden a/A = 0.5.

Along with wind speeds, a reduction in air temperature is also seen in the vicinity of the vegetation which acts as heat sinks. For centre type configuration (Figure 14, 1a, 1b, and 1c), the temperature in
the core area of the sky garden is observed to be slightly lowered. The core of the tree shows the lowest temperatures of about 26.4–26 °C, a drop of 0.6–1 °C, which gradually increases in its wake.

Figure 16. Temperature contour along a vertical plane through the centre of sky garden; (1a) Central sky garden b/B = 0.4, (1b) Central sky garden b/B = 0.6, (1c) Central sky garden b/B = 0.8, (2a) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.4, (2b) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.6, (2c) Corner sky garden b/B = 0.8, (3a) Periphery sky garden a/A = 0.5.

What differs in each configuration is the relative spread of temperature drop and its pattern. The contours become more regular and evenly spread with decreasing height of sky garden and increasing width, following the air distribution pattern. Similarly, the temperature distribution in the corner configuration (Figure 14, 2a, 2b, and 2c) closely follows the air circulation pattern. The presence
of recirculation and lull zones in this configuration leads to lower temperatures only being generated near the trees. It is observed that tree cores have temperatures in the range of 26.5 to 26 °C, occasionally even lower in some places. The reduction then continues backward, turning toward the leeward edge. Reductions of about 0.5–0.3 °C are observed in the wake of the vegetation, while near the walls, there is no observable temperature change, except in the lower sky gardens. In general, reduction in air temperatures is seen to increase with the width of the sky garden and decrease with height. It is localised on higher sky gardens while the contours are well spread in the lower ones, suggesting that lower wind speeds lead to higher temperature drops and an even spread of cooler air.

In the case of periphery configuration, most cooling is confined within the sides. The windward edge and the back leeward edge hardly see any temperature reductions except near the corners where vegetation is located. Air is deflected towards the sides when it hits the windward edge, causing the air to cool down there. Sides generate a low temperature drop with higher reductions near the vegetated corners. In fact, the illustrated contours in Figure 14 (3a), indicate that leeward corners are cooler than windward ones, with fairly well-spread temperature reductions. The tree cores on the leeward edges are 0.2–0.3 °C cooler than the ones on the windward edges.

Trees in the central sky garden configuration deflect the wind upward, the porous medium slowing down the air flow in its wake. According to the illustrated results (Figure 15 (1a, 1b, and 1c)) it can be ascertained that the vegetation has acted as buffer zones, attenuating the wind speed and creating calmer region near the floor. Velocities in the range 0 to 7 m/s are observed along the entire depth of the sky garden, except near the windward trees where higher velocities around 10 m/s are also encountered. The general air distribution pattern (centre configuration) is similar to the one observed earlier in sky gardens without trees. Winds from the lower sky garden deflects upward in the wake of the building while the wind from top sky garden deflect downwards.

Corner configuration shows a marginal reduction in wind speeds accompanied by change in the recirculation pattern. Speeds are primarily reduced near the vicinity of the vegetation and slightly in its wake. At the analysis plane, however, the speed of air is generally between 0 to 5 m/s, although a little higher at 7 m/s in Figure 15 (2a). Periphery configuration has no discernible change in its air distribution and wind speed, however, the speed in the sky garden is fairly low, around 1–2 m/s. Recirculation zones are found along the floor on the top sky garden and near the ceiling on the bottom sky garden. Multiple recirculation zones are observed in the middle sky garden.

As with regards to air temperature along the vertical plane, a gradient is established along the length of the central and corner sky gardens, and along the height of the periphery sky garden. A small reduction in temperature is seen along the length of the central sky garden, Figure 16 (1a, 1b, and 1c), with higher reductions near the vegetation. Highest temperature drop occurs at the terminal edge, where the withdrawing air stream is slower near the floor and produces more cooling in the surrounding region. The recirculating air behind the building also aids in the process, localising the cooling effect with air temperature in the immediate wake of the leeward trees. In the top sky garden, the cooled air is drawn out straight ahead, while it settles down slightly in the case of middle sky garden. However, at the bottom sky garden, the air stream draws the cooled air upward.

In the corner configuration, it is observed that although the air temperature is reduced, it does not cover the entire depth of the sky garden; rather, it deflects towards the terminal edge. Also, the cooling is only observed near the proximity of the vegetation. Conversely, the temperature gradient is established vertically along the side edge of the periphery sky garden. Here, the cross-sectional plane for analysis is generated at the centre of the side edge of the sky garden instead of the windward edge, as is the case with other geometries. Again, the lower temperature air is concentrated near the leeward edge although some reduction in air temperature does occur near the windward vegetated corner.

The marginal decrease in air temperature, as observed from Figures 14 and 16, indicates that the vegetation density, arrangement, and/or its volumetric power is not enough to cool the entire sky garden. It, nevertheless, is able to create a conducive environment in terms of wind comfort of the
occupants. Figure 17 is a plot of velocity profile along the central longitudinal line of the sky gardens with and without trees to illustrate the effect of vegetation on trees.

In the central configuration (Figure 17d), the lower and middle sky gardens have high wind speeds in the range 9–12 m/s, which is of class D according to Lawson. This region is moderately acceptable in zones where people are expected to walk fast. Introduction of a row of trees in this configuration lowers the speeds to about ~4 m/s (class B) near the centre and ~7 m/s (class C) near the walls. The reduced winds in the central favour activities ranging from strolling to sitting down for a while. Area near the walls, however, are favourable for walking and running activities. Speeds at the top sky garden in the range 5–9 m/s are reduced to 1–4 m/s with the introduction of trees. This, according to Lawson, is suitable for leisurely activity like sitting and strolling. Class B zones are seen near the edges and class A near the centre.

Figure 17e is a velocity profile plot for the corner type sky garden. It is observed here that the reduction in wind velocity is smaller compared to the central configuration. The top and bottom sky gardens demonstrate moderate velocity reduction while the middle sky garden has no discernible reductions. In fact, near the walls, the trees have created higher wind speeds at the middle sky garden. The top sky garden generates wind speeds of about ~7 m/s (class C, D) indicating suitable conditions for strolling and fast walking. The lower sky garden provides conditions for sedentary activities in the centre (class B) and ambulatory activity near the walls (class D).

The high speeds around the corners of the periphery configuration also generate highly reduced wind speeds, as can be visualized from Figure 17f. Regions up to one-fifth of the length of the sky garden from either side show a decrease in wind speeds with the introduction of trees on each of the three levels. The corners, which earlier belonged to class D, now demonstrate class A type wind conditions, favouring sedentary activities. A spike in the wind velocity at a short distance from the corner suggests that the spacing between the trees is not sufficient to keep it in check. Nevertheless, the speeds are under ~9 m/s, belonging to class B and C. At the centre, marginal changes are observed due to the absence of trees, however, the zone sees low wind speeds in the range 1–4 m/s, favouring sedentary activities like sitting and walking (class A and B).

As explained before, due to the fluctuating nature of wind direction, air flow was simulated to flow obliquely with respect to the building, covering all sides. Figures 18 and 19 show velocity and temperature gradient, respectively, at the sky gardens 1b and 2b when wind flows obliquely to the building. The central sky garden illustrates a sharp velocity drop with the introduction of a row of tree at its windward and leeward edge. From the illustrated Figure 18 (1b at 0$^\circ$, 1b at 45$^\circ$) it is observed that speeds of about 10–15 m/s, which were classified as unsafe, show decreased speeds in the range 6–10 m/s with the addition of trees. The leeward edge in 1b at 45$^\circ$ illustrate speeds of about 9 m/s (class D), which gradually decreases to about 2 m/s (class A) towards the wall. When the wind is blown at 90$^\circ$ to the building (1b at 90$^\circ$), the speeds are less than 1 m/s.

In the case of corner configuration, the row of trees is effective in decreasing wind speeds when it is blown orthogonal to any of the sides (2b at 0$^\circ$, 2b at 90$^\circ$). Quality class D, observed near the edges in sky garden 2b, generate calmer conditions of class C with the introduction of trees. The generated calmer conditions facilitate strolling and leisurely activities. There is, however, no observable difference with the introduction of trees to the corner configuration if the wind is blown at 45$^\circ$ angle to the building.

From the illustrated contours of temperature (Figure 19), it is evident that air temperatures are significantly reduced in areas with low wind velocity. The sky garden 1b shows maximum temperature drop when it faces away from the wind, limiting the air velocity flowing through it. A lower temperature drop is observed near the centre while a higher temperature drop is seen near the openings in the case of 1b at 90$^\circ$. Similarly, the corner configuration also displays a higher reduction in air temperatures at locations where wind speeds are low, at the windward edges in cases 2b at 0$^\circ$ and 2b at 90$^\circ$, and the central zone in 2b at 45$^\circ$. 
Figure 17. Location of centreline for analysis at: (a) Central sky garden; (b) corner sky garden, and (c) periphery sky garden; velocity profile along the centreline of (d) central sky garden; (e) corner sky garden; and (f) periphery sky garden.
Figure 18. Velocity gradient at sky gardens with trees with oblique wind direction; (1a) Central sky garden $b/B = 0.4$, (1b) Central sky garden $b/B = 0.6$, (1c) Central sky garden $b/B = 0.8$, (2a) Corner sky garden $b/B = 0.4$, (2b) Corner sky garden $b/B = 0.6$, (2c) Corner sky garden $b/B = 0.8$, (3a) Periphery sky garden $a/A = 0.5$.

Figure 20 shows the temperature contours through the building with centre type sky garden, when the inlet speed is reduced. Clearly, it can be observed that the temperatures along the entire sky garden, on each level, has significantly reduced. The reduction is about double the original case near the centre.
Figure 19. Temperature gradient at sky garden with trees when wind flows obliquely to the building; (1a) Central sky garden \( b/B = 0.4 \), (1b) Central sky garden \( b/B = 0.6 \), (1c) Central sky garden \( b/B = 0.8 \), (2a) Corner sky garden \( b/B = 0.4 \), (2b) Corner sky garden \( b/B = 0.6 \), (2c) Corner sky garden \( b/B = 0.8 \), (3a) Periphery sky garden \( a/A = 0.5 \).

Figure 20. Air temperature around the sky garden with reduced inlet velocity.
5. Conclusions

This study evaluates the aero-thermal performance of high-rise sky gardens planted with trees using numerical modelling. High-rise buildings witness high wind speeds and can be unpleasant if allowed to blow unchecked over occupied semi-enclosed zones. The main findings indicate that wind speeds must be decreased to create conducive environments for the sky garden users. Lower speeds create safe wind conditions as well as enhance cooling from trees. The conclusions and recommendations drawn from the simulated results are presented below:

- Vegetation, which resists air flow through them, can attenuate the high wind speeds in the sky garden to create a safe environment at occupants’ level. In the central configuration, the mid-height sky garden saw a reduction of nearly 77% in wind speeds at the centre, falling from ~9 m/s to 2 m/s. Similarly, in the periphery configuration, the speeds at the mid sky garden fell from 12 m/s to 2 m/s at the corner, with a reduction of over 80%.
- Trees, apart from acting as buffers, also have the potential to cool the surrounding air within and outside the sky garden. Although a marginal decrease in air temperature is observed in the study based on the set conditions, it illustrates the potential of trees to cool the air in its wake.
- Lower wind speeds further assist the vegetative cooling process of the surrounding air. Sky garden design should aim to reduce the high wind speeds for user wind comfort as well as higher temperature reductions through evapo-transpiration from vegetation. The convective heat losses from occupants is not accounted for in this study.
- Tree density, including its porosity, plays a significant role in buffering the winds. Low porosity and high density will improve its performance. Closely spaced trees will further provide a better wind-breaking mechanism.

Future work can potentially look into the following aspects:

- In an actual semi-enclosed space on a high-rise, there will be other elements apart from trees which could modify the air flow. The effect of such features, like parapets, furniture, mechanical devices, etc., could be the focus of future studies.
- Modelling a detailed thermodynamic balance to accurately represent the interaction of leaves with the wind will give better estimates of the induced cooling around the trees. For the sake of simplicity, a constant volumetric cooling power was assumed in this study which was obtained by averaging the cooling capacity of a specific plant over the course of one year.
- Comfort of occupants depends on a lot of parameters apart from wind and temperature. This includes humidity, solar radiation, acclimatization of people, etc. [50]. Future studies could investigate the thermal comfort of occupants on sky gardens, taking into account other factors as well that were not considered in this study.
- Sky gardens come in a variety of shape and geometrical configuration, of which the most common types were studied here. A detailed study of the various existing forms and their assessment on air flow pattern remains to be investigated.
- Given the large number of factors which has an impact on the performance of the sky garden, a sensitivity analysis could be undertaken to understand the relative contribution of each factor.
- Air flow distribution and speeds at higher level above the user plane can be investigated with the idea to integrate renewables like wind turbine to take advantage of high wind speeds.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/7/1380/s1.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Three different orientations of the building with respect to the inlet wind direction.

Figure A2. 2D Simulation domain to validate vegetation model; the green patch represents the implemented tree.

Figure A3. Region of analysis as performed by Manickathan et al. [29] and used for reference. Reproduced with permission from [29], Lento Manickathan, Thijs Defraeye, Jonas Allegrini, Dominique Derome, Jan Carmeliet, Agricultural and Forest Meteorology, Elsevier, 2018 (show in Supplementary Materials).
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